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ABSTRACT
Current random datacenter network designs, such as Jellyfish, directly wire top-of-rack switches together randomly, which is difficult even when using best-practice cable management techniques. Moreover, these are static designs that cannot adapt to changing workloads. In this paper, we introduce Lanternfish, a new approach to building random datacenter networks using an optical ring that significantly reduces wiring complexity and provides the opportunity for reconfigurability. Unlike previous optical ring designs, Lanternfish does not require wavelength planning because it is specifically designed to provide random connectivity between switches. This design choice further reduces the difficulty of deploying a Lanternfish network, making random datacenter networks more practical. Our experimental results using both simulations and network emulation show that Lanternfish can effectively provide the same network properties as Jellyfish. Additionally, we demonstrate that by replacing passive optical components with active optical components at each switch, we can dynamically reconfigure the network topology to better suit the workload while remaining cost competitive. Lanternfish is able to construct workload specific topologies that provide as much as half the average pathlength than a Jellyfish deployment with twice as many switch-to-switch connections.

1. INTRODUCTION
Random datacenter networks are scalable and fault-tolerant with small average network diameters and high bisection bandwidth [1, 2]. In theory, they are an excellent alternative to existing tree-based network topologies, yet they are not used in practice outside of small research deployments. One of the main barriers to adoption is the difficulty in wiring and administering a datacenter-scale random network.

The current approaches to building a random datacenter network are inordinately arduous. For example, building a Jellyfish [1] network requires connecting each top-of-rack (ToR) switch to a constant number of other randomly selected ToR switches that are likely dispersed throughout the datacenter. Not only is this taxing to physically deploy, it also makes simple cable management techniques, such as cable bundling and horizontal cable managers, largely ineffective because nearby ToR switches are not connected to the same remote switches. Extensive use of patch panels is therefore necessary to avoid creating a datacenter-wide spiderweb of cables. However, even with a patch panel for each row of racks, wiring the random connections within a row and between patch panels across rows can be exacting.

In this paper, we introduce Lanternfish, a new approach to building random datacenter networks that leverages commodity photonics to significantly reduce wiring complexity and introduce a degree of reconfigurability. Similar to past work on implementing a full mesh network using an optical ring [3, 4, 5], Lanternfish assigns a fixed number of wavelengths to each ToR switch, and uses optical multiplexers and demultiplexers to connect the switches to an optical ring. The multiplexers combine wavelengths to allow a single cable to carry multiple signals, and the demultiplexers extract wavelengths that are appropriate for the switch at each hop in the ring. However, unlike full mesh networks that require judicious wavelength planning to create the full mesh structure, Lanternfish can instead perform random wavelength selection at each switch because it is specifically trying to provide random connectivity between switches. Wiring a Lanternfish network is therefore far simpler compared to wiring other random datacenter networks.

The key challenge in building a Jellyfish-like network using Lanternfish is in providing uniform random connectivity between switches. Intuitively, since two switches $a$ and $b$ are only connected using wavelength
\( \lambda \) if they have exclusive use of \( \lambda \) within at least one of the ring segments between \( a \) and \( b \), the probability that two switches are connected is therefore a function of the spectrum size and the number of optical hops between the switches. We can ensure that Lanternfish provides uniform random connectivity by using a separate wavelength for each connection. However, this is impractical since an optical ring can carry at most 160 wavelengths using 50 GHz channel spacing [6]. We show that significantly fewer wavelengths are required to have near-uniform random connectivity and provide network performance characteristics that are effectively equivalent to that of Jellyfish.

For large datacenters with thousands of ToR switches where the available wavelengths from a single optical ring are insufficient, we can naively increase the effective number of available wavelengths by connecting the switches to multiple optical rings. However, this solution is not cost-effective when many rings are necessary due to the cost of requiring additional multiplexers for each ring. Instead, Lanternfish only connects each switch to a small randomly selected subset of the rings. This approach significantly reduces the required number of multiplexers while still providing near-uniform random connectivity.

Although random networks provide excellent network properties for arbitrary endpoints, most datacenter workloads exhibit significant network locality [7] and would benefit from having better network connectivity between nearby racks in exchange for a small reduction in cross-datacenter network performance. Furthermore, a static random network may not be well-suited for latency-sensitive applications that require a small average or maximum hop-count between a specific host set. Biasing the randomness of a Jellyfish network to cater to a particular workload or host set would be disastrous if the workload or hosts ever change, since it would either lead to poor network performance or require rewiring large portions of the datacenter network.

To address the problem of changing network requirements, we explore the use of commodity active optical devices, namely wavelength selective switches, to equip Lanternfish with the ability to incorporate topological reconfiguration. By replacing optical multiplexers with wavelength selective switches, we can programmatically change which ring a transceiver is connected to without any physical rewiring. This degree of flexibility is sufficient to significantly alter the network topology and provide performance benefits.

We evaluate Lanternfish through both simulations and network emulation using Mininet [8]. Our results demonstrate that Lanternfish can provide network properties that are effectively equivalent to that of Jellyfish while requiring only a small number of optical rings. Moreover, we show that Lanternfish can, for non-uniform workloads, provide significant workload specific advantages over Jellyfish by reconfiguring its topology. Our cost analysis finds that Lanternfish is already cost-competitive with Jellyfish for large networks. More importantly, given current cost-trends, reconfigurable Lanternfish will likely offer a cost advantage over static networks for many workloads in the near future.

Overall, our work makes three contributions:

- We present Lanternfish, a new optical approach to building random datacenter networks with insignificant wiring complexity.
- We show that Lanternfish can scale to large networks, and provide reconfigurability using commodity optical devices while being cost-competitive.
- We evaluate the performance of Lanternfish and find that it performs as well as Jellyfish, and through topological reconfigurations can adapt to changing workload and outperform Jellyfish.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey previous work on datacenter network topologies, random networks, and optical networks. We also describe the commodity optical devices that Lanternfish uses to implement a random network in an optical ring.

2.1 Network Topologies

Traditional datacenter networks are constructed as a multi-rooted tree. The basic design is to have three layers of switches, with the lowest layer connected directly to the servers in a rack (edge), middle layer switches aggregating the ToR switches (aggregate), and the top (core) layer providing cross datacenter connectivity. There are two common problems with multi-rooted tree topologies: over-subscription, and long path lengths. Over-subscription is the result of an imbalance in network capacity where, for a given layer, its total link capacity to the layer below it (e.g., aggregation to edge) is higher than its total link capacity to the layer above it (e.g., aggregation to core). Long path lengths occur when packets need to traverse multiple layers of the network to reach non-local destinations.

Given the limitation of multi-rooted tree topologies, there have been many alternative topology proposals, some of which include: BCube [9], DCell [10], fat-tree [11, 12], VL2 [13], and Jellyfish [1]. Despite the large number of alternative designs, most datacenter networks continue to be based on a multi-rooted tree topology. This is due to a combination of datacenters operators being conservative with their choice of network topologies, and perhaps more importantly, the significant deployment challenges for many of these topolo-
gies, such as wiring complexity, that outweigh their benefits.

2.2 Random Networks

In contrast to the highly structured approach taken by most new datacenter network topologies, Jellyfish [1] proposes randomly interconnecting ToR switches. This eliminates the need to carefully plan the connectivity between switches, while offering higher bisection bandwidth and smaller average network diameter than other network designs with the same amount of hardware. Furthermore, random networks have been shown to provide network bandwidth that, for a given number of internal switch-to-switch links, approaches the theoretical upper bound [14].

A major drawback of random networks is the nontrivial increase in deployment complexity due to the difficulty in wiring ToR switches together randomly. While structured networks may have performance limitations, many of them are far easier to build and maintain. An additional drawback to random networks is that they perform poorly compared to tree-based topologies for workloads that exhibit strong network locality. Lanternfish addresses this drawback by introducing reconfigurability, which enables the switch-to-switch connections to be tailored to a specific workload. In the case of workloads with strong network locality, Lanternfish would increase its ratio of nearby to distant connections.

2.3 Optical Networks

Current datacenter networks rely almost entirely on electrical networking technology. Although fiber optic connections are often used between switches to reduce transmission power and improve signal quality, the switches are electrical and no other optical components are used in the network.

One approach to leverage photonics in a datacenter network is to use optical switches that can provide a direct optical connection between any port pair. The most common technology for building optical switches is microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which connects port pairs by mechanically aligning mirrors. Unfortunately, optical switches currently suffer from relatively high switching latencies [15, 16] and are limited in scale. An alternative approach is to build a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network. The defining characteristic of a WDM network is its use of multiple wavelengths on a single fiber optic cable, which allows multiple independent communication channels to share a single physical cable. This is possible through the use of optical multiplexers/demultiplexers (muxes/demuxes).

The simplest and least expensive type of optical mux/demux uses Array Waveguide Grating (AWG).

An AWG connects a single port that carries all W wavelengths to W other ports, each of which carries one of the W wavelengths. A Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) is a functionally more complex optical mux/demux. Instead of having W ports that each carry a single wavelength, there are N ports (where N ≤ W) that each carry a subset of the W wavelengths. Additionally, WSSes are reconfigurable, so it is possible to change which wavelength maps to which port programmatically without having to modify the wiring.

Another useful device is an optical splitter, which forwards an incoming signal to multiple output ports. The power of the incoming signal is split evenly across the output ports. In combination with a WSS, this allows a signal to be broadcast to many destinations, and then have individual wavelengths dynamically selected at each source.

A transceiver is used to bidirectionally convert between electrical and optical signal, with the optical signal being set to a particular wavelength. It provides connectivity between the optical and electrical networking components.

Previous work has explored how optics can be used in datacenter networks. Two datacenter network designs are Helios [17] and c-Through [18], both of which incorporate optical switching into a traditional multi-rooted tree topology. c-Through does this by connecting ToR switches to a single optical switch, while Helios replaces a subset of core switches with optical switches. Although they are interesting points in the design space, these networks are still fundamentally based on tree topologies and only provide performance benefits to flows that are selected to use the optical part of the network. Because of the relatively long switching delays of optical switches, only long “elephant” flows can take advantage of these designs. Furthermore, their reliance on a set of large centralized optical switches can limit their scalability. Most commercial optical switches are currently limited to a few hundred ports [19].

An alternative approach is OSA [19], which uses both WDM and optical switches to completely replace electrical switches. OSA connects all ToR switches to a single optical switch. However, unlike c-Through, there are multiple connections between the optical switch and each ToR switch. Additionally, each ToR output port can be reconfigured to use a different connection to the optical switch by using a WSS. This is a very flexible design, but it has severe scalability limitations since it requires multiple connections between each ToR switch and a single optical switch.

As with OSA, Mordia [20] is a fully optical network design that connects all ToR switches to a single optical switching component. Unlike OSA, Mordia uses a ring of WSSes to provide the equivalent of a single optical switch, for the purpose of reduced switching lat-
tency, and each ToR switch has a single connection to the optical ring. Connectivity between switches is provided by circuit switching an individual wavelength for each switch. While providing a different form of flexibility than OSA, Mordia is still limited to medium sized networks.

Finally, Quartz [3] presents another fully optical network design using only WDM muxes/demuxes. It creates a full mesh network by forming a ring with the ToR switches, and requires careful wavelength assignment to each switch in order to ensure that there is a direct optical connection between every switch pair. The focus of this design is to eliminate cross-traffic congestion and reduce switching delay by providing direct connectivity. However, its full mesh requirement limits its scale to only hundreds of switches. Its intended use is to replace parts of a large datacenter network, rather than the entire network.

3. RANDOM OPTICAL NETWORKS

In designing Lanternfish, we strive to maintain the performance characteristics of a random network like Jellyfish, while simplifying the physical deployment and maintenance complexity. Previous work on random datacenter networks [1] [2] describe the structure of the network using connections that are created by a physical wire between two endpoints. In this section, we describe how our optical ring design can be used to create the equivalent random structure and show, using statistical analysis, that it can provide topological characteristics similar to Jellyfish.

3.1 Lanternfish Design

A Lanternfish network is a collection of Lanternfish switches organized into a ring where adjacent switches in the ring are connected by an optical cable. Each Lanternfish switch consists of a ToR switch, a set of transceivers with randomly selected wavelengths, and a pair of AWG multiplexer/demultiplexers. This base version of Lanternfish is very similar in design to that of a Quartz network [3]; the two network designs primarily differ in the way they select transceiver wavelengths. We will see in Section 3.4 that, in order for this design to scale and workaround wavelength limitations, we need to introduce new design elements that are unique to Lanternfish.

Figure 1 shows an example of two adjacent switches in a ring with 4 wavelengths. The diagram shows the optical components for a single direction, and the multiplexers are duplicated to provide communication in the opposite direction around the ring. Each switch has a total of 10 ports, with 6 ports (shown at the bottom of each switch) connected to servers in the rack and 4 ports (shown at the top of each switch) connected through transceivers to the optical ring. The AWGs demultiplex incoming signals and forward a wavelength to the switch if there is a transceiver using a matching wavelength. The remaining signals are forwarded to the opposing AWG; they pass directly through this Lanternfish switch to the next switch in the ring. The Lanternfish switch sends outgoing signals from the transceivers to an AWG, which multiplexes them together with the pass-through signals before sending them to the next switch. To ensure that the AWGs cannot receive two signals using the same wavelength, the transceivers are organized as pairs with each pair using the same wavelength, and each transceiver in the pair is connected to an opposing AWG. Therefore, a Lanternfish switch cannot both pass-through a signal with wavelength $\lambda$ and generate an outgoing signal using wavelength $\lambda$.

The randomness in Lanternfish comes from the selection of wavelengths for each pair of transceivers. For example, if there are $T$ transceivers at a switch, and $W$ wavelengths to choose from, then $T/2$ unique wavelengths are selected (one for each pair of transceivers), with equal probability. The remaining $W - T/2$ wavelengths, which are not assigned to transceivers, are referred to as pass-through wavelengths. These wavelengths are not destined for this switch and go directly from one AWG to the other.

Optical connections between switches are formed by sharing a wavelength in the optical ring. For example, if a transceiver uses wavelength $\lambda_1$ to connect to the optical ring, then the first switch in the clockwise as well as the counter-clockwise direction using wavelength $\lambda_1$ will be optically connected to this switch. Therefore, by randomly assigning the wavelengths used by each switch, we are indirectly randomizing the connectivity with other switches.

3.2 Lanternfish Properties

In a Jellyfish topology, there are three parameters to consider: the number of switches $S$, the number of ports per switch $P$, and the number of ports connected to switches $T$. Together, these parameters determine how many servers are supported by the topology, which is $S(P - T)$. It also determines a network’s level of connectivity (which is primarily a function of $T$). For a Lanternfish topology, we also consider the number of wavelengths in the optical ring.

To understand the impact of $W$ on the connectivity
properties of Lanternfish, recall that there is an optical connection between two switches only if they support a wavelength $\lambda$ that is not supported by other switches between them in the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. Therefore, for each wavelength that a switch supports, it is connected to the first switch along the ring that shares the wavelength. This implies that there is a higher probability of forming connections to closer switches. The amount of bias in the probability distribution towards local connectivity is a function of $W$. Increasing the number of wavelengths reduces the number of switches that share a wavelength, which increases the average distance between optically connected switches. This differs from Jellyfish, which has uniformly random connectivity across switches in the network.

To evaluate the effect of $W$ on the network, we generate 100 random graphs and measure and report the averages of the mean and maximum path lengths. We vary the number of wavelengths and compare these metrics with 100 randomly generated Jellyfish topologies. Together, these represent the common and worst case scenarios for the connectivity between two switches.

Figure 2 shows the averages of the mean and maximum path lengths for topologies that contain 128 switches, each with 6 transceivers per switch and a range of wavelengths in the optical ring. With 20 wavelengths, both the mean and maximum path lengths are longer for Lanternfish than Jellyfish, which is an artifact of heavily favouring connections between switches in close proximity to each other along the ring. However, Lanternfish networks using between 40 to 80 wavelengths provide effectively the same path lengths as Jellyfish.

3.3 Loss In Signal Strength

As pointed out in previous work [3], one of the subtle challenges of building a WDM network is that optical signals degrade due to insertion loss when passing through a multiplexer. Therefore, signal amplifiers may be required to maintain the signal strength. The number of amplifiers needed throughout the ring is determined by the output power and receiver sensitivity of the transceivers, and by the signal loss of each multiplexer.

Consider an example where transceivers output a signal at 4 dBm and have receiver sensitivity of -15 dBm [21], and multiplexers have a 4.2 dB insertion loss [22]. A signal can pass through 4.5 multiplexers ($((4\text{ dBm} - (-15 \text{ dBm}))/4.2) \text{ dB}$) without requiring any amplification. Additionally, inexpensive attenuators may be necessary to avoid overloading transceivers and amplifiers.

Figure 3: Path lengths for 1024 switch topologies, 12 transceivers per switch.

3.4 Adding Rings

There are two important problems with the basic de-
sign of Lanternfish. First, a single AWG failure will convert the ring into a line, which greatly reduces the connectivity of the network. Second, for large networks, in order to provide near uniform random connectivity, Lanternfish requires more wavelengths than a single fiber cable can currently carry [6]. Although these are distinct problems, they can both be solved by adding more optical rings to the network.

Lanternfish can connect each switch to an additional optical ring by adding a pair of AWGs per switch. To ensure that Lanternfish maintains near uniform random connectivity between switches with multiple rings, we randomly select both a wavelength and a ring for each transceiver pair. For simplicity, we do not allow two pairs of transceivers in a switch to use the same wavelength on different rings.

Figure 4 gives an example of four neighbouring switches in a topology that consists of three rings, where each switch randomly connects to two of the three rings. As in Figure 1, each switch has 4 transceivers, and each AWG supports 4 wavelengths. Each ring is effectively providing additional wavelength choices for the network because the same wavelength is repeated on multiple rings.

Figure 4: Four neighbouring switches, using 3 rings, 4 wavelengths per ring, and 4 transceivers per switch.

Of potential concern is the number of AWGs that are introduced by adding more rings, because a pair of AWGs must be added for each ring that a switch connects to. Continuing with the previous example, if 24 transceivers are used on a switch, then it is possible for the switch to have connections to all 12 rings, which in turn requires 24 AWGs at the switch. As we will show in Section 5, placing a limit on the total number of AWGs in the network is both possible and has minor impact on performance.

Adding optical rings not only increases scalability and reduces the impact of link failures, it also improves the resilience of Lanternfish to AWG failures. In a Lanternfish network with a single ring, a faulty AWG that multiplexes \( W \) signals will disconnect up to \( W \) optical connections out of \( (S \times T)/2 \) total connections where \( S \) is the total number of switches in the network and \( T \) is the number of transceivers per switch. However, in a network with \( k \) rings where each AWG only multiplexes \( W/k \) wavelengths, the number of optical connections disconnected by a faulty AWG will be reduced by a factor of \( k \).

4. DYNAMIC LANTERNFISH

Although passive AWGs allow us to build random optical networks that mimic the characteristics of a conventional random network, such as Jellyfish, it is also possible to use active WSSes in place of AWGs for multiplexing/demultiplexing. There are two major advantages to using a WSS instead of an AWG: demultiplexed wavelengths can share a port (instead of each wavelength having its own port) and a WSS can dynamically reconfigure wavelength assignments to output ports, without having to physically change the wiring.

4.1 Design

By incorporating WSSes into the design of Lanternfish we can providing a degree of topological reconfigurability. Figure 5 depicts an example of a switch in a two ring Lanternfish topology that uses WSSes. In this example there are two optical rings, and the switch has 4 ports connected into the optical ring through transceivers. Unlike the previous diagrams, Figure 5 shows the full bidirectional design, as the incoming and outgoing signals use different components.

The first modification to the static design (as depicted in Figure 4) is in how the optical signals from the rings are handled. The AWGs that were attached to the optical rings in the outgoing direction have been replaced with WSSes. By using the ability to multiplex multiple wavelengths onto the same output port, each of these WSSes only needs two output ports: one for the pass-through wavelengths, and the other for the wavelengths used by the switch. As we will show in Section 5, placing a limit on the total number of WSSes in the network is both possible and has minor impact on performance.

The second modification is the addition of components between the transceivers and the optical rings.
The optical signal incoming from a ring first passes through a pair of multiplexers (one WSS and one AWG). The purpose of this pair of multiplexers is to filter incoming wavelengths, and then demultiplex the selected signals into individual wavelengths for the transceivers. Outgoing signals from the transceivers are first multiplexed together by an AWG and then broadcasted to all of the WSSes attached to the optical rings using an optical splitter. Notice that this only works if two transceivers cannot use the same wavelength. If two transceivers did use the same wavelength on different rings, the wavelengths would conflict when passing through the AWG.

5. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the throughput and latency of static Lanternfish, as well as the reconfigurability of dynamic Lanternfish. Our objective is to demonstrate that a static Lanternfish deployment provides effectively the same performance properties as an equivalent Jellyfish network, and quantify the degree of reconfigurability in dynamic Lanternfish.

5.1 Throughput

We use two approaches to determine the throughput of Lanternfish and Jellyfish: simulation and emulation. The first evaluation is performed using the topobench flow simulator, which is designed to provide a fair and accurate comparison of the throughput of different network topologies [23] and which has been used by others to compare throughput [14]. Given the specification of a topology, topobench determines the largest capacity (with each link in the network offering a capacity of 1) that the minimum flow in the network is capable of receiving under a particular traffic matrix. In this paper, we give results for the random matching traffic matrix, where each server exchanges data with another random server in the network. We also ran simulations with all-to-all traffic and found similar relative results; the graphs for the second set of simulations are omitted due to space constraints.

Figure 6 shows the throughput for networks of different sizes, where each switch has 12 ports. 6 out of the 12 ports are connected to servers and the remaining 6 are connected to other switches (directly in the case of Jellyfish, and indirectly through the optical ring in the case of Lanternfish). From this graph, we see that 20 wavelengths provides throughput equal to that of Jellyfish in a network of 40 switches, but quickly falls off as the number of switches increases to 80. Alternatively, 60 wavelengths is not able to provide the same throughput as Jellyfish for smaller topologies, but in the range of 120 to 160 switches it performs just as well as Jellyfish. This matches our analysis in Figure 2, which shows that 60 wavelengths provides mean and max path lengths that are essentially the same as Jellyfish for topologies with 128 switches. Also, as we had expected, the relative throughput of Lanternfish to Jellyfish begins to fall off beyond 160 switches with 60 wavelengths, but the relative throughput actually improves with 120 wavelengths.

![Figure 6: Random Matching: 6 transceivers, 6 servers.](image)

To demonstrate how the use of multiple rings affects throughput, Figure 7 shows throughput results when 6 rings are used, with 10 wavelengths used in each ring, which is equivalent of 60 wavelengths on a single ring. Additionally, we place a cap on the total number of rings a particular switch can connect to in order to demonstrate the impact of restricting the total number of AWGs in the network (to reduce costs). Each line represents the maximum number of rings each switch is connected to, with Jellyfish shown as a baseline. The results show that throughput is only minimally affected by limiting the number of rings a switch can connect to, especially in larger datacenter networks with more than a hundred switches. Therefore, these results show that using multiple rings and limiting the number of ring connections per switch can improve Lanternfish scalability.
Our second throughput evaluation is performed using Mininet [8] to emulate real traffic on Lanternfish topologies. The experiments were performed on an 8 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-4640, with 16 GB of memory. In order to ensure that insufficient do not affect our measurements, our topologies are restricted to 10 Mbps links, 64 switches, 2 servers connected to each switch, and 4 transceivers per switch. Because our focus is on Lanternfish’s relative performance to Jellyfish, the reduced link capacity should not affect our experimental conclusions. In these experiments, we apply a common scatter/gather traffic pattern to each network and use the workload completion time to evaluate the network’s effective throughput. We vary the number of scatter/gather sources to find the network saturation point. Each scatter task sends 625 KB of data to each of 36 random destinations, and then retrieves 625 KB of data from each of these destinations as part of the gather task.

Figure 8 shows our performance results for 5, 15, 30, and 45 wavelength Lanternfish topologies. While having only 5 wavelengths is insufficient for this traffic matrix, the other topologies perform similarly to Jellyfish, with 20 wavelengths showing the lowest completion times among the various Lanternfish topologies.

Figure 9: Scatter/Gather: 128 switches, 6 transceivers per switch.

The first set of results, shown in Figure 9, is a comparison of Lanternfish, with different numbers of wavelengths, to Jellyfish. The results show that a 60 wavelength Lanternfish topology produces latencies that are very similar to that of Jellyfish, which matches our path analysis results in Section 3.2. Interestingly, though it has poor global latency, a Lanternfish topology built with 20 wavelengths has lower mean latency for local traffic than any other configuration. With only 20 wavelengths, the probability of two switches that are in close proximity (within the range of the nearest 60 servers) being connected is very high. The result is very low path lengths between nearby servers, and thus lower latency than the other networks.

To determine the impact of using multiple rings on latency, we split 60 wavelengths across 6 rings with 10 wavelengths used in each ring. Figure 10 shows that the change in latency is statistically insignificant, even
when only of 2 of the 6 rings are attached to each switch.

![Figure 10: Scatter/Gather: 128 switches, 6 transceivers per switch.](image)

Lastly, we examine the effectiveness of the dynamic Lanternfish design by reconfiguring it to increase the number of local connections. Figure 11 presents the latency results for the reconfigured Lanternfish topologies which can be compared with the results using the original Lanternfish topologies in Figure 10. By reconfiguring the topology, the latency drops for local traffic, regardless of the maximum number of rings attached to each switch. The cost of the local traffic latency reduction is a small increase in global traffic latency, which is expected when a topology is configured to favour local traffic.

![Figure 11: Scatter/Gather: 128 switches, 6 transceivers per switch.](image)

We have demonstrated that properly designed Lanternfish networks are able to produce throughput and latencies that are on par with those of Jellyfish. A key contribution of our work is that this performance is obtained with significantly lower wiring complexity.

### 5.3 Reconfigurability

To evaluate the benefits of dynamic Lanternfish, we consider how well it is able to handle a range of workloads. Using its ability to reconfigure the connectivity between switches, dynamic Lanternfish is able to provide topological configurations specifically tailored to a given workload. In this way, pathlengths in a dynamic Lanternfish network are shorter than a Jellyfish network with double the number of switch-to-switch connections.

For this experiment, we specify our workload in terms of the subset of switches that each switch communicates with the most. For maximum performance, the switch would have direct (1 hop) connections with all other switches in its working set. Consequently, we represent the workload as a set of switch pairs, where each pair would have maximum performance with a 1 hop connection.

We evaluate how well Lanternfish is able to provide the required connectivity by giving it a score for each direct connection required. The score is equal to the number of additional hops between the two switches (the number of hops in the network, minus 1 for the required hop).

Unless otherwise stated, the following analysis is performed on a network with 512 switches. We construct 10 different randomly generated networks for each configuration, and subject each network to a set of 100 different demand graphs, with each switch requesting direct connectivity with 10 other switches. Each Lanternfish ring uses 88 wavelengths, as commodity WDM network devices are able to provide multiplexing of 88 wavelengths on an individual optical fiber, with each individual wavelength providing 10 Gbits of bandwidth [20].

The Lanternfish networks use 10 transceivers connected into the ring at every switch. The Jellyfish networks are built with double the number of transceivers at every switch. We provision each Jellyfish switch with more transceivers to compensate for its lack of reconfigurability.

We use a simple greedy heuristic solver to assign the transceivers at each switch to a particular ring in either the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. The algorithm starts by attempting to create as many one hop connections as possible, based on the given connectivity demand. It starts by assigning transceivers to rings for the demanded connections between direct neighbours. Not all connections are possible, even between direct neighbours, because each switch has a statically assigned subset of the possible wavelengths. If two switches do not share a wavelength, there is no way for them to be directly connected. The algorithm then expands its assignment to connects switches of increasing distance along the ring, until all possible one hop connections have been assigned.
For the remaining transceivers that have not been assigned to a ring we simply form a connection with the closest switch along the optical ring that has an unused transceiver of a matching wavelength. A potential improvement to this algorithm would be to seek out two hop connections for the demanded connectivity.

5.3.1 Random Connectivity

We first consider the ability of Lanternfish to meet the workload demand over a range of rings, where every switch is connected to every ring. Figure 12 presents the CDF for the average number of extra hops that a demanded connection requires. With 3 optical rings, Lanternfish is not able to provide connectivity suited to the workload. Forming a connection between two switches on opposite sides of the optical ring is very expensive in term of wavelength utilization, as it eliminates the possibility of any other switches along the path using the same wavelength on the same ring.

With 5 or more rings, there is sufficient diversity of wavelengths and flexibility among rings to allow Lanternfish to adapt the topology and match a given workload better than a Jellyfish network with two times more switch-to-switch connections. Additionally, while adding more rings improves Lanternfish’s ability to adapt to various workloads, there is a point of diminishing returns. In the extreme, additional rings provide no benefits because the only required one hop connections that are not satisfied are impossible due to the assignment of wavelengths to transceivers.

Figure 12: Network score over 3 to 8 rings (labelled).

While having 8 rings provides the shortest paths, it is also the most expensive network. WSSes contribute a large portion to the cost of a Lanternfish switch, with a switch requiring two WSSes for each ring that it connects to. In order to manage the cost of deploying a Lanternfish network, while still providing a large diversity of paths through the optical ring, the switches can be connected to a strict subset of the rings.

Figure 13 shows how the score of dynamic Lanternfish is affected when each switch is connected to a random subset of 8 total rings. Connecting each switch to 2 rings does not provide sufficient options for Lanternfish to reconfigure the connectivity. Each transceiver must select one of only two choices of rings, and the target for direct connectivity must not only use the same wavelength, but also share at least one of two rings to which the source is connected.

By connecting to only 4 of 8 rings, Lanternfish is able to produce shorter path lengths for a given workload than both Jellyfish and a Lanternfish network where every switch is connected to the same 5 rings. The result is a dynamic network capable of providing connectivity to match a wide range of workload demands, using a limited number of components.

Figure 13: 8 rings total, 2 to 8 rings connected at each switch (labelled).

5.3.2 Network Locality

Our analysis so far has used uniform random workloads. We next consider a more realistic scenario, where the demand of the network exhibits locality due to the intelligent placement of applications within a datacenter. As we show here, when applications are deployed with locality along the underlying ring, dynamic Lanternfish is even better at matching the topology to the workload.

To evaluate dynamic Lanternfish for workloads with locality, we generate workload demands using a small world random distribution. In particular, we use the Watts Strogatz form of construction [24], where each node is connected to its 10 closest neighbours (5 in each direction) and with probability $p$, a connection is replaced with a globally random connection.

Figure 14 shows the effect of increasing levels of locality (smaller values of $p$) for both Jellyfish and Lanternfish, where the Lanternfish networks use 8 rings, and each switch is connected to 4 rings.

While Jellyfish remains unaffected by changes to the workload, Lanternfish’s connectivity score decreases as the degree of locality increases. The improvements in connectivity is due to the decrease in connections that must travel over a large portion of the optical ring. By having more short distance connections, there is less contention for wavelengths, and makes it easier for Lanternfish to provide the required connectivity.
5.3.3 Scalability

A deployment of Lanternfish can vary in the number of rings that it uses. To minimize the cost of deployment, the amount of rings should depend on the size of the network, which can be described by the number of switches it contains and by the number of connections at every switch.

Figure 15 shows how well a Lanternfish network, deployed with 6, 8, and 10 rings, is able to match the workload demand across various network sizes. We vary the number of switches in the network, keep the number of connections at every switch at a constant value of 8, and use workloads with no locality. Our results are measured using our connectivity score, with the results for a Jellyfish network with twice as many transceiver shown for comparison. As the network grows, the number of rings required maintain a low score increases slowly. This type of analysis can be done by a network architect to determine the number of rings to use in order to provide the level of connectivity required for a network of a particular size.

6. COST ANALYSIS

To assess the affordability of deploying a Lanternfish network, we compare the cost of similarly configured Lanternfish and Jellyfish networks based on the current listed price for network components [19]. In this analysis, we do not include the cost of fiber cables because the cost of cables is negligible compared to the cost of the switching and optical components, and the required amount of cabling is dependent on the layout of the datacenter and is therefore specific to the deployment.

Figure 16 illustrates the relative cost of a static Lanternfish network compared to Jellyfish with different numbers of switch-to-switch connections. The number of ports per switch serves as a proxy for the network size, because larger random networks require more inter-switch connections in order to maintain a small network diameter. For small networks, a Lanternfish network with two rings costs approximately 3× that of a Jellyfish network. The cost increases if Lanternfish is configured with more rings; however, additional rings are only necessary for larger networks. Lanternfish becomes much more cost-competitive with large networks. It is less than 1.5× the cost of Jellyfish with only two rings, and less than 3× the cost with 6 rings. The reason that Lanternfish’s relative cost decreases with larger networks is because the cost of transceivers outweighs the cost of the optical multiplexers.

Figure 16: Costs for static Lanternfish, relative to a Jellyfish deployment.

Our evaluation results from Section 5 show that, for workloads that benefit from having a low hop-count between a specific set of hosts, dynamic Lanternfish can perform as well as Jellyfish while having half as many connections between switches. Therefore, for our dynamic Lanternfish cost analysis, we compare a dynamic Lanternfish network with a Jellyfish network that has twice as many interswitch connections. Figure 17 shows that, for a small network with only five ports per switch used to connect to other switches, the cost of dynamic Lanternfish is approximately 2–4× the cost of Jellyfish depending on the number of rings that are used. Surprisingly, for larger networks (≥ 15 ports per switch), dynamic Lanternfish can cost less than Jellyfish using current prices. It is important to note that the cost of a dynamic Lanternfish deployment may drop significantly in the near future, assuming WSSes, which are relatively expensive, follow a similar pricing trend as optical multiplexers due to the increasing rollout of fiber-
7. DISCUSSION

In this section, we consider additional operational challenges to deploying a random network. We also examine the feasibility of using other commodity photonic devices in constructing a datacenter network.

7.1 Incremental Expandability

Adding new racks to an existing Jellyfish network can be a difficult and time-consuming process. Unlike expanding a tree-network that only requires localized network changes, the new ToR switches in a Jellyfish network must connect to random endpoints dispersed across the datacenter in order to preserve uniform random connectivity. This requires undoing any previous attempts at cable management in order to remove existing connections and accommodate new connections. In contrast, expanding a Lanternfish network only requires randomly selecting wavelengths for the new ToR switches and connecting each switch to the optical rings. This is simpler and less error-prone than expanding an equivalent Jellyfish network. However, network expansions that more than double the size of the network may require additional wavelengths and rings to maintain the same network performance. This can often be avoided if future expansion is expected by initially deploying the network with more wavelengths and rings than necessary. Even when it is unavoidable, we believe that it is no more difficult or time-consuming than expanding a Jellyfish network by the same expansion factor. For example, doubling the size of an existing Jellyfish network will likely require rewiring one or more connections for every switch.

A potentially more serious problem when expanding a Lanternfish network is that it requires disconnecting one of the optical rings before reconnecting the ring to the new switch. This can lead to brief network disruptions during the expansion. Similar network disruptions occur in other random networks, although to a lesser degree, since expansion creates network-wide topology changes that will affect existing network flows. Expansion-related network disruptions for Lanternfish and other random networks can be avoided if the network supports software-defined networking (SDN) by rerouting flows before and after expansion.

7.2 Fault Identification

The lack of a simple deterministic structure in random networks can make identifying the source of faults more difficult than tree-based networks. A link or switch failure in a random network will likely affect connections with endpoints throughout the entire datacenter rather than in a single physical region. Pinpointing the source of faults may be simpler in Lanternfish because it should be easier to trace physical ring connections than following links (possibly traversing the entire datacenter) in a random network like Jellyfish. In either case, a more comprehensive solution is to develop tools to determine the common links and switches that would account for all of the affected endpoints.

7.3 Other Commodity Photonic Devices

Although wavelength selective switching components enable Lanternfish to dynamically select the mapping between transceivers and rings, it is still less flexible than topologies, such as OSA [19], that use a large optical switch to allow arbitrary connection between racks. However, by replacing standard single wavelength transceivers with transceivers having software controlled tunable lasers [26], Lanternfish can provide the same degree of flexibility as OSA. With a tunable transceiver, Lanternfish can create a connection between any arbitrary pair of switches by assigning their transceivers a wavelength that is unused by the intermediate switches between them in the ring. Although tunable transceivers are mass produced and available from multiple manufacturers, they still command a price premium over single wavelength transceivers and should only be used if the extra flexibility is necessary.

An alternative to tunable transceivers is wavelength converters, which can be built into the optical multiplexers to allow signals to switch wavelengths at each hop to avoid wavelength conflicts. An optical path between two switches is no longer restricted to a single wavelength. This can reduce the number of required wavelengths to implement a random network. However, managing wavelength conversions can be complicated and wavelength converters are not yet cost effective for use in a datacenter.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce Lanternfish, a new optical approach to building random datacenter networks. A
A static deployment of Lanternfish greatly reduces wiring and planning complexity by implementing a random network using one or more optical rings and a random assignment of wavelengths to switches. We demonstrate that such a network provides throughput and latencies on par with Jellyfish. By adding reconfigurable optical components, we show that Lanternfish can provide better connectivity than over-provisioned static random networks, while remaining cost competitive.
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